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ON THE ACQUISITION OF 
PROSODIC STRUCTURE
by Paula Fikkert





This dissertation provides a detailed account 
of how acquisition of syllable structure and 
stress proceeds. It  both describes the develop­
mental patterns found in the course of acquisi­
tion (i.e., it  addresses the developmental problem 
of acquisition) and accounts for the fact that 
children rapidly and seemingly effortlessly 
acquire the prosodic structure of words (i.e., the 
logical problem o f acquisition). The study is 
based on spontaneous longitudinal data from 12 
children acquiring Dutch. The children, aged 
between 1;0 and 1;11 years at the start of a one- 
year period of data-collection, were recorded at 
two-week intervals. Although the main focus is 
on Dutch, the account makes interesting predic­
tions for the acquisition of prosodic structure in 
general.
One of the most intriguing outcomes of this 
study is how fast and systematic the acquisition 
process actually ìb. Although Dutch prosodic 
word structure is quite complex, children man­
age to acquire the most important aspects of it 
before age 3. In  this brief summary I  illustrate 
two patterns of development: that of rhymes 
(section 1) and that of stress (section 2). I  fur­
ther show that the development can be captured 
in a “principles and parameters” framework. In 
this framework the main assumptions are that 
universal principles and parameters (Universal 
Grammar, henceforth XJG) are innate and need 
not be learned. Parameters have a default (un­
marked) value in  UG, but languages may re­
quire marked values for some or all parameters. 
The child’s task is to determine the parameter 
values of his/her language on the basis of the 
input data, given UG.
1. Acquisition of rhyme structure
Dutch requires the marked value Y es  for all 
of the rhyme parameters in (1); the acquisition 
data, however, provide evidence for an initial 




P I: Rhymes can branch into a nucleus and an
(obstruent) coda [Yes , No]
P2: Nucloi may branch (i.e., contain two
sonorants) [Yes , No]
P3: Extrarhymal consonants are allowed [Yes, No]
At this stage, the child’s phonological system 
allows only core syllables, consisting of a conso­
nant followed by any vowel. Vowel length is 
non-diBtinctive at this stage, and final conso­
nants are never realized. Examples are given in 
(2):
(2)
STAGE 1: all input forms realised aa CV(0 
klaar 'ready1 /kloir/ — [Itati, [Ita] 
tok 'duck' /tole/ — [ko], [leat]
Positive evidence, i.e., the existence of many 
closed syllables in  Dutch, may trigger the set­
ting of the branching rhyme parameter P I  from
the unmarked to the marked value. This hap­
pens at stage 2: the child starts realising closed 
syllables, but these syllables are invariably 
closed by obstruents (3a). Target final sonorants 
are deleted (3b). Apparently, only obstruents are 




bad ‘bath’ /bat/ — Ipait], [bqf]
aap ‘monkey’ /aip/ — Cap], [aip]
b. -V(V)Ctml •Vfc)
bal Tjair /bal/ — [bal, [bat]
boom ‘tree* /boim/ — [bau]
Vowel length is still non-distinctive: branching 
nuclei are not allowed. This changes at stage 3, 
where final sonorants appear. However, al­
though sonorants are now sometimes realised, 
they are deleted far more frequently than ob­
struents. Furthermore, sonorants show an inter­
esting relationship with the preceding vowel: the 
child procUlcus l.iiriiH. HyllnhU-» i-uihiii' im Kimor- 
ants either as a short vowel plus a sonorant, or 
as a long vowel (4a). Vowel length errors are 
very systematic: short vowels are lengthened if 
the final sonorant is not produced, while long 
vowels are shortened precisely when the final 
sonorant is produced. This suggests that the 
child always realises two skeletal positions, ei­
ther a long vowel, or a short vowel plus a sonor­
ant. However, obstruents show no such relation­
ship with the preceding vowels. Vowel length 
errors before obstruents mainly occur in  closed 




a. W o r  VCKon
bal ‘ball* /bal/ — [bai], [bau]
boom ‘tree* /borm/ — [bom], [boi]
b. V(V)Cobu 
poes 'cat* /puis/ -* feus], [pura]
vis ‘fish’ /vis/ — [hiisl, [inf]
Since sonorants and obstruents clearly behave 
differently at both stages 2 and 3 ,1 propose that 
sonorants and obstruents occupy different posi­
tions in  the syllable: obstruents are in  the coda; 
sonorants are part of the nucleus. A t stage 3 the 
child changes the value of the branching nucleus 
parameter P2 from the default to the marked 
value. However, even though the child now has 
templates allowing branching nuclei and coda 
consonants, tripositional rhymes; do not occur. I  
assume that there is a universal constraint pro­
hibiting tripositional rhymes. This explains why 
vowel length distinctions cannot be expressed 
before obstruents: this would result in 
tripositional rhymes. Although the target lan­
guage has many apparent exceptions to the 
maximal bipositional rhyme constraint, the 
child’s forms strictly obey it, which supports the 
universal status of this constraint.
At stage 4, final obstruents are more often 
deleted after long vowels (but not after short 
ones) than at stage 3. Moreover, vowel length 
errors now go in one direction only: long vowels 
are shortened if  the final obstruents are pro­
duced, as shown in (5):
(6)
STAGE i
“ • W O * ,
Milt look’ /keik/ — [kei], [leek]
ult ‘out’ /œyt/ — [œyj, Cat]
vcu ,,
pop ‘doll’ /pop/ -* [pop]
The pattern is very sim ilar to the one described 
for sonorants at stage 3, w ith one difference: 
VCob5t -* W  doeB not occur. In  other words, 
compensatory lengthening seems to be restricted 
to branching nuclei. The data thus provide clear 
evidence for the constituents rhyme, nucleus 
and coda.
However, at stage 4 the first VCaonCol)at 
rhymes also occur (6a). Moreover, VVC0„„ is 
more often produced correctly than at stage 3 
(6b), and, W C obst targets are still frequently 
realised as such. (6c), indicating that an extra 
position is becoming available at this stage.
(6)
STAGE 4: extrarhymal consonants appear
a. strand ‘beaoh’ /Btrcmtf -* IttantJ
b. tuln ‘garden’ /tœyn/ — [tœyn]
c. kijk look’ /keik/ — [keik]
Now, parameter P3, which allows extrarhymal 
consonants (EEC ) at word endings, is set from 
the default to the marked value, although this 
value can still be overruled by the default value. 
In  principle, stage 4 also allows for a nucleus- 
coda-ERC template. However, extrarhymal con­
sonants must obey the Sonority Sequencing 
Principle, and are, therefore, ruled out after ob­
struents, particularly since children do not seem 
to distinguish plosives and fricatives with 
respect to sonority.
The development is summarized in (7).
(7)
a. Parameter Rattinga
Stage 7: all purameters have default value No.
.SVii/ìh 2: P I Ret to marked value Ylis.
Slugt: .'J: P2 Hut tu iimvked % ulue Yhs.
Stage 4: F3 sot to marked value YiäS.
b.














2. A cquisition of stress
The acquisition of stress also follows a strik­
ingly regular and systematic developmental 
pattern. I  lim it the exposition here to stress in 
disyllabic -words with two fu ll vowels. Stress in 
Dutch is trochaic and quantity-sensitive. This 
means that, depending on syllable structure, 
stress in disyllabic words can be either in itial of 
final. Children treat the two types of words 
differently: final-stressed words are more often 
truncated and are more prone to stress errors 
than initial-stressed words. W hile the latter are 
produced correctly very early (8a), in  the acqui­
sition of final-stressed words four stages can be 
distinguished (8b):
(8)
a. Initial stressed input forma
baby 'baby* auto ‘car1
/'botbii/ /'oitoi/
Stage x I'beibii] Ptoito]
Stage 2 t'bsibîj] I'atoi]
Stage 3 [‘betbii] ['ortoil
Stage 4 ['beibii] í'ostoi]
b. Final stressed input /brims
gitaar ‘guitar* ballon ‘balloon’
/Xit’tatr/ /ballon/
Stage 1 E'tat] ['Ion], ['pono]
Stage 2 fsittaj] [‘buton]
Stage 3 ['hii'tau] [lban,do,n]
Stage 4 [hit'tau] [ba'loni
These stages can be well accounted for with the 
tools of prosodic theory; i.e., the transitions from 
one stage to the next can be understood as (i) the 
setting of one or more parameters from the de-
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fault to the marked value: and/or i ii > the exten­
sion of the child’s template. At stage 1. disyllabic 
words with final stress are truncated: the seg­
mental material of the stressed syllable (right­
most foot) of the adult target is taken and 
mapped onto the child’s template, which clearly 
consists of exactly one foot. Moreover, the data 
provide evidence for a default quantity-insensi­
tive trochee. This explains why sometimes an 
extra syllable is produced, as in ['ponaj. The 
child’s output and the adult input forms display 
a mismatch in the number of syllables, which 
triggers the transition from stage 1 to stage 2.
At stage 2, the segments of the leftmost 
syllable of final-stressed target words are con­
catenated to the child’s earlier monosyllabic 
forms; this string of segments is mapped onto a 
quantity-insensitive trochaic template, resulting 
in disyllables with initial stress. When compar­
ing these output forms with the input forms, the 
mismatch in the number of syllables is solved; 
however, now there exists a stress mismatch. 
This triggers the setting of the quantity-sensitiv- 
ity parameter to the marked value.
Consequently, at stage 3 every closed sylla­
ble forms a foot on its own. Moreover, the data 
show that the entire word is parsed into feet, 
resulting in words containing two feet. Until 
stage 3, every output form consisted of precisely 
one foot, and the main stress parameter was 
simply irrelevant. At stage 3 main stress is still 
not playing a role: the child produces both feet 
with an equal stress level. Comparison of these 
forms with the input forms may trigger the set­
ting of the main stress parameter at stage 4.
Now, the child’s representation of the input 
words matches the adult forms.
4. Concluding remarks
This account demonstrates that by taking 
the logical problem and the developmental prob­
lem of acquisition into account, we gain deeper 
understanding of both the actual course of acqui­
sition as well as theoretical issues regarding 
leamability, prosodic theory and UG.
Review
by John Archibald
This fine dissertation is a welcome addition to 
the field oflanguage acquisition. For some time 
now, the study of the acquisition of syntax has 
drawn upon current syntactic theories as a mod­
el of what is being acquired by the child (e.g. the 
acquisition of binding principles, governing do­
mains, or functional categories). On the whole, 
the investigation of phonological acquisition has 
lagged somewhat behind in terms of adopting 
current phonological models as a basis for re­
search, particularly in prosodic phonology.
There have been strong and fruitful research 
traditions in such areas as describing the pho­
netic output, the influence of the phonetic envi­
ronment, and a variety of non-modular, general 
cognitive proposals as to the mechanisms that 
result in child, phonology. But just like syntactic 
knowledge, phonological competence can be 
construed as an abstract mental representation. 
And the properties of that representation are 
dictated by current linguistic theory. Fikkert’s 
dissertation falls clearly into this camp. It  is 
worth noting that the dissertation had input 
from an impressive team of heavyweights (in 
order of appearance): C .J. Ewen, A. Lahiri, H. 
van der Hulst, B .E. Dresher, J.G . Kooij, and 
N.S.H. Smith, The fact that the thesis pleased 
all of those people probably makes the remain­
der of the review redundant.
Nonetheless, in this review, I  will expand a 
bit on Fikkert’s own brief summary to give an 
idea of the scope of the dissertation. The first 
chapter (“Preliminaries") provides a literature 
review and summary of such concepts as the 
logical problem of acquisition, universal gram­
mar (principles and parameters), positive and
negative evidence, the learning theory, produc­
tion and perception. It also covers relevant as­
pects of prosodie theory such as the prosodic 
hierarchy, and prosodic morphology.
Chapter Two (“Methods and Materials”) 
outlines Fikkert’s research design. As indicated 
in her summary, the author (together with Clara 
Levelt in a joint project! created a database of 
child speech based on naturalistic longitudinal 
observation. As I will refer to later, it is clear 
that in many ways the two studies are comple­
mentary, and at time (and place — Mexico) of 
writing I, unfortunately, dn not have access to 
Levelt’s thesis. I wish I did. At any rate, twelve 
children were recorded every other week for 
about a year. In her own words, Fikkert indi­
cates that “the study is not designed in such a 
way that it is amenable to statistical analysis, 
not only because the number of subjects is too 
small, but because the goal is not to come up 
with ‘norms' for acquisition” (p. 25). The justifi­
cation given is that small sample sizes are com­
mon in child language research. I  don’t think 
that this is the kind of reasoning we should be 
using in setting up our research designs. As 
Stoel-Gammon and Stemberger (1994,65) point 
out, “we need to be certain that the patterns 
shown by a given child are representative of 
children as a whole and then determine what 
factor, or set of factors, might underlie these 
patterns.” That is what large sample sizes can 
give us. That having been said, I think that Fik­
kert’s research design is a worthwhile one. It 
tends to focus on the patterns of one child (and 
thus has some of the advantages of the case 
study) but also mentions the other subjects 
when they deviate notably from the central 
figure (thus having some of the advantages of a 
larger sample size). The cross-sectional design is 
a reasonable one for the data collection of a 
dissertation. ...... . — —
Chapiter' 'iliréë ¿"SyHame Tfemplätes'arid^ the 
Syllable in Dutch”) provides more detail as to 
what is being acquired, in this case, by Dutch 
children. Fikkert outlines the onset-rhyme ver­
sus the moraic models of syllable structure, and 
argues for the onset-rhyme version. She intro­
duces syllable-related parameters, and argues 
for a model of Dutch syllable structure that 




The extrasyllabic and appendix positions violate 
the sonority hierarchy while extrarhymal conso­
nants are constrained by the sonority sequenc­
ing principle. This, then, is the syllabic structure 
that children must acquire.
Chapter Four (“The Acquisition of Syllable 
Structure: the Onset”) is the first chapter that 
presents the empirical results of Fikkert’s study. 
I  will describe the content as it was not men­
tioned in her summary. The author notes three 
developmental stages in Jarmo’s (the main child 
discussed). In the first stoge, onsets are obligato­
ry and are always realized as stop consonants.
In  the second stage, onsets can be empty (as 
onsets are optional in Dutch). In the third stage, 
other manners of articulation begin to appear in 
the onset (e.g. nasals, fricatives, liquids, glides). 
She then moves on to discuss the interesting 
issue of the acquisition of complex onsets draw­
ing primarily on the constructs of sonority and 
manner of articulation to describe the phono- 
tactic constraints of the emergent grammars. 
Hero I would raise a couple of questions about 
limiting the discussion in this way (though, as I 
remind myself that this is a dissertation, the
questions may better be thought of as sugges­
tions for future directions rather than real criti­
cisms). I wonder if by dealing only with manner 
of articulation (and crucially not place features) 
whether some explanatory power is lost when 
investigating the acquisition of principles of 
syllabification. As I  said earlier, this is where 
the complementarity of Fikkert’s and Levelt’s 
(On the Acquisition o f Place) projects becomes 
apparent, and my lack of Levelt’s dissertation 
obvious. In work such as Rice (1992) and Kaye, 
Lowenstamm & Vergnaud (1990) the structural 
derivation of sonority via segmental structure 
indicates some of the promising avenues to be 
tried. The child’s acquisition of segment struc­
ture is intimately tied to the acquisition of gram­
matical sound sequences (see also Vanderweide 
1994). One of the reasons for this, of course, is 
the nature of the Sonority Sequencing Principle 
in which admissible members of a branching 
constituent are licensed by some sort of minimal 
sonority distance. Fikkert argues that the learn­
ers have access to a principle of sonority hierar­
chy, but weakens the explanatory force of this 
claim by suggesting that individual children 
may assign different sonority values to liquids 
and glides. Substantiating tins claim would 
involve empirical verification and would, there­
fore, have to be done for all segmental classes. It  
was interesting to note that, in her description 
of the idiosyncratic behaviour of [s] + nasal clus­
ters, we never see the kind of special behaviour 
we see in English children’s dealings with these 
clusters (where the nasal often devoices). She 
notes, as well, that the child goes through a 
stage where onset sequence such as [tl] (which 
are not allowed in Dutch) are produced by the 
child. The question of how the child learns that 
such sequences (which do not violate the Sonori­
ty Sequencing Principle) are ungrammatical is a
stance that the child needs to make use of indi­
rect negative evidence (the assumption that 
non-occurring input forms are ungrammatical) 
to retreat from this overgeneralization. I  agree 
that this is likely, but would comment that we 
still need to try to formalize the mechanism(s) 
by which the child could make use of such nega­
tive evidence. My view is that the mechanism in 
question is most likely responsible, too, for the 
time lag often noted in the setting of parameters 
(see Archibald 1994).
The chapter concludes with proposals as to 
the relevant parameters:
Onset Parameter (page 124)
a. Number of onsets is equal to 1: Onset = 1
b. Number of onsets is equal to or
smaller than 1: Onset £ 1
c. Number of onset positions is equal
to or smaller than 2: Onset £ 2
Parameters of Manner of Articulation Features 
in Single Onsets (page 125)
a. Onsets are non-continuant obstruents (plo­
sives)
b. Onsets can be non-continuant sonorants (na­
sals)
c. Onsets can be continuant consonants (other
manners of articulation)
Regarding the first parameter, I  think that it is 
a question worth pursuing whether the real 
primitive is whether the onset can branch, or 
the value of a minimal sonority distance (MSD) 
parameter. For if  on the basis of positive evi­
dence, the default value of an MSD parameter 
changes to allow greater variety of consonant 
clusters, then we might not need a branching 
parameter too. Regarding the second, these 
strike me as somewhat idiosyncratic primitives 
of manner that could probably be situated in a 
broader model of segment structure.
Chapter Five (“The Acquisition of Syllable 
Structure: the Rhyme”) is summarized by the 
author, so I won’t go into detail. The main ques­
tion I  would have about the results reported in 
this chapter is whether the means cited to sup­
port differing stages of development are really 
significant. For example, in stage three it is 
indicated that sonorants are more likely to de­
lete after long vowels (63% — 10/19) that after 
short vowels (78% — 49/63). Statistics could 
have been run on these figures that would have 
been enlightening. It  is also unexplained why 
the child is attempting so many more W Cson 
forms than VCson forms. Similarly, at stage 
four, it is claimed that the child deletes ob­
struents more after long vowels (26% — 6/24) 
than after short vowels (13% —  7/64). It  is im­
portant to know whether these differences are 
statistically significant, or merely comforting.
I  also feel that there is more to be said about 
the characteristics of medial consonant clusters. 
It  is noted that different sequences (with respect 
to manners of articulation) appear at different 
times. As I  mentioned earlier, I  think that some 
of the explanations of which sequences are 
heterosyllabified and which sequences are tauto- 
syllabified, fall out from a model of segment 
structure that represents more than just man­
ner of articulation. Otherwise, I  feel that 
Fikkert commands and integrates learnability 
theory with developmental explanation in an 
innovative and satisfying fashion.
Chapter Six (“The Acquisition of Dutch 
Stress”) moves the dissertation into new territo­
ry. Fikkert points out that to date there has 
been relatively little acquisition work done on 
the acquisition of stress that draws on the exten­
sive linguistic literature devoted to analyzing 
stress systems. In  this respect, as well, the dis­
sertation is a welcome addition to the literature. 
There is some formal similarity between the 
work on syllable structure and the work on met­
rical structure, in that, in both areas, the author 
views the child as perceiving some part of the 
adult input and mapping that string onto a 
template (either syllabic or metrical) that may 
or may not be the Bame as the adult template. 
Elements that cannot be mapped onto the tem­
plate are subject to Stray Erasure and are trun­
cated. She demonstrates that children treat 
disyllabic words with initial stress differently 
than disyllabic words with final stress with 
respect to number of errors and truncation pat­
terns. This confirms the traditional description 
of “syllable deletion” in child language that un­
stressed syllables before stressed syllable are 
more likely to delete that unstressed syllable 
after stressed syllables. For example, in an Eng­
lish word like banána, a child is much more 
likely to produce something like nana than 
something like band. This pattern is explained 
if, as Fikkert argues, the child has access to a 
Universal Grammar template that is trochaic 
(i.e. s w). On the whole, I  find the formal account 
given appealing. My only reservation has to do 
with the integration of non-linguistic abilities 
into the development process (which I  think has 
to be done). This has to do with the question of 
what aspects of the input the child is perceiving, 
and how the child extracts elements from the 
input string. In  one example, Fikkert argues 
(page 229) that “the child prosodically circum­
scribes the final foot of the adult target word [..] 
and maps it onto a trochaic foot template.” The 
problem with thiB view, is that it seems to as­
sume that the child can hear feet in the input 
string. It  also seems to assume that children can 
perceive foot structure different than that they 
consult for production. This stance would either 
entail a dual representation (which Fikkert 
rejects) or a more careful investigation of the 
child’s perception abilities. I  think that the lat­
ter route is worth pursuing, for like syntactic 
strings, phonological strings don’t come labeled 
in the input. One of the ways of viewing the 
logical problem is exactly this mismatch be­
tween the input and the output. Clearly the 
child comes with abilities (most likely non- 
linguistic, but conceivably linguistic) to perceive 
phonetic prominence in a string (Echols and
Dissertations
Newport 1992). It  could be argued that the 
child’s ability to perceive stress is the place to 
start, without maiding the assumption that the 
child can perceive feet. This provides a consis­
tent analysis for the developmental stage (stage 
2) when the child adds the “leftmost” syllable to 
previously monosyllabic forms. In  all cases, it 
seems that the child is adding another stressed 
syllable and mapping this onto a trochaic tem­
plate. This could well be the result of non-lin­
guistic perception abilities. An investigation of 
the two approaches would reveal whether there 
were different empirical consequences.
The chapter concludes w ith a discussion of 
segmental phenomena in  the child’s truncated 
forms. Fikkert argues that there are two types 
of segmental changes: (1) changes related to 
manner of articulation which she argues to be 
context-independent (e.g. stops preferred in 
onsets while fricatives are preferred in codas), 
and (2) changes with respect to place of articula­
tion which are the result of feature effects such 
as spreading. Again, I  would wonder about this 
separation of place and manner features. Con­
sidering both within a framework of segment 
structure may well prove to be beneficial.
Chapter Seven (“A  Parametric Learning 
Model for Syllable Structure and Stress”) is 
mainly a discussion of Dresher & Kaye’s seminal 
(1990) paper on the acquisition of stress systems 
and its implications for child language. Fikkert 
notes that their learning model sheds light on 
L I  development by being explicit about the rep­
resentations assumed by U G  and the adult 
grammar, and the learning mechanisms in­
volved. Following Dresher &  Kaye, she argues 
that U G  consists not just of principles and pa­
rameters but also of cues that are associated 
with parameters; cues that must be appropriate 
to the parameter in question. This is, in fact, 
crucial for the admission of indirect negative 
evidence to the learning theory. There are two 
problems that need to be addressed if  we at­
tempt to formalize a theory of indirect negative 
evidence. One is that it is only feasible in  a re­
stricted hypothesis space. I f  the learner is 
searching through hypotheses like “no one has 
ever said a five syllable word where the fifth 
consonant was a [g]” then it  is unlikely that we 
could guarantee convergence. I f  however, the 
child’s expectations are constrained by parame­
ter settings (and other linguistic structures) 
then we can admit this other source of evidence. 
The other problem is the problem of blame as­
signment. When the learner identifies a mis­
match between the input (or lack of input) and 
the form that the developing grammar would 
generate, how does the learner know what to 
change? Something’s wrong w ith the grammar, 
but what? The construct of appropriate cues 
(though not formalized) solves this problem.
The chapter also discusses some of the 
differences between machine learners (like 
Dresher & Kaye’s) and child learners. Fikkert 
comments on, amongst other things, the imper­
fect memory of children as opposed to machines. 
Kids, however, may not be at a complete disad­
vantage compared to machines when it comes to 
remembering formB. They do seem to have both 
mechanisms of associative memory and rule- 
based productivity (Pinker 1993). There does 
seem to be both induction and deduction in­
volved.
Conclusion
Let me conclude by saying (in case there has 
been any confusion) that this dissertation is 
excellent. It  is exciting to see phonological theo­
ry and phonological development linked so inex­
tricably. As Fikkert makes clear, the logical and 
developmental problems of acquisition need not 
be viewed as mutually exclusive. The integrative 
nature of this work makes it a model and mea­
sure of thoroughness for future research. Watch 
for Paula Fikkert.
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e-mail: ' : ■ .> ' ■■
; ' . 'Mode of payment
©  cashendosed.... • .■ ..--.t...
©  international money order. . ,
@) '■ gira transfer (Europe) o. :j v. 
■@) Eurocheque (Europe)
<0i) > crédit card i
accept'American-Express) VIÖA-and -..-v*. 
Euro/Mastér/Àcceas _
•» card number LLI.LI'-l-l-l II -1.1 O  I: I 1 I 
^  expiry date- LLiLLlCC | , j '  c 
•6 cardholder’s address (tsbilling address)
zip*coc(e ----L ----- p  .. - -------- ! *
city ______ * { .»t- ■ ■ { r 1 •* ■|? ■ . • 1 \ i. ,  ' i ‘ tl‘ ' Ï 
countrys —— . ^ — i---
fiPÌeàae' do not'pay by cbeqiiè Or. international bank; 
¿■trapper. •Prxces‘WB,atth0Ädi^ jial-T^t9,midäitrr:j>:
i  cïujia'postag&;atii hamîlingitaïonail'out^ilè of,T}i? t, 
:■ )SietlïeiJâpds)sÇühac^ptipnsik)!eàoli®i-ÿfyol^ iii.ei,i 
' basis ánd Wpb be ïenswè^aaoh yeÿ?t ïStottçyei, 
those who ettfer **Jbserij)foeta. aôeÿ; July 1
a j>çdufced rate (DÛ &0 V A k 1}I ’ , l i l '  > ' »H 1 . » f I ‘
’ . ' I ’ 1 i , « .
'Send fax or e-mail 1 ■ > -* i * 1 Zthis coupon to the guhlfçheç 4 j s
